BOUTIQUE HOTEL
CUPID BEDROOM COLLECTION
Casa Botelho believes that the luxuries of hotel accommodation
should not just be reserved for holidays or special occasions; it
should be an environment and a feeling that can be relished every
day of the week, in your own home! Casa Botelho’s Boutique
Hotel Concept brings together its signature Art Deco-inspired,
masculine glamour aesthetic with key pieces from its emporium
to create a luxurious, sensual space that will infuse the excitement
and romance back into your interior.
With everything from bedside tables, headboards to chest of
drawers, the Boutique Hotel Concept is a one-stop-shopping
experience with everything you need to deck out your space, all of
which can be completely customised to your sizing specifications.
Sensual fabrics such as Nova-suede and leather, elegantly
curvaceous, architectural structure, and luxurious bronze trim
accents, harmoniously come together to convey opulence, evoke

CUPID COLLECTION
The Roman god of desire, love and affection, Cupid possesses qualities of masculinity, seduction and
romance. Robust, strong and durable in its form, the Cupid Collection will offer a fierce and glamorous
aesthetic to any interior space.
The result; an overall masculine and seductive aesthetic.
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CUPID BED
Casa Botelho’s signature glamour and sensual design can now be incorporated into your
bedroom aesthetic with the Cupid Bed, a key piece in the brands Boutique Hotel Concept.
Grand in its structure and seductive in its appearance, the Cupid Bed will most certainly
be the centerpiece of your bedroom space. Cleverly contrasting matt and shine, the
Cupid Bed has a textured, wooden frame, with integrated bedside tables that are topped
in luxurious Marblo, as well as a wrap-around headboard upholstered in stunning, high
quality suede and velvet. Convert your bedroom into a glamorous, Art Deco-inspired
setting that will play the perfect part in creating a romantic and sensual space.

SLEEPING BEAUTY
UK DOUBLE SIZE: 246(W) X 213(D) X 112(H)
UK KING SIZE: Headboard 261(W) X 223 (D) X 112(H)
UK SUPER KING SIZE: Headboard 291(W) X 223(D) X 112(H)
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CUPID CREDENZA
As a God of desire, love and affection, Cupid was said to possess various seductive traits that
made him irresistible to those that laid eyes on him. While designing the Cupid Collection, Joao
Botelho aimed to infuse these characteristics into each piece, crafting sharp lines and a robust
frame to show strength, and sumptuous textures to seduce the eye. The Cupid Credenza is an
extraordinary piece of furniture, made from Walnut and wrapped in sensual Nova-suede; and
complemented by luxurious brass accents from Buster and Punch, the Cupid Credenze will
look just as good in a bedroom or living space as it would perched in a hallway or home office.
h
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DIMNESIONS: 1800(W) X 450(D) X 900H)
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POWERFUL
Casa Botelho’s Cupid Collection has become a beautiful
representation of strength and seduction, inspired by the Roman God
of Desire. Pairing a strong and sturdy frame with a unique blend of
materials and textures, Cupid oozes glamour and offers an addictively
sumptuous aesthetic.
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A TREASURE CHEST
The Cupid Wardrobe continues these principles, made from a combination
of Black American Walnut, textured Novasuede, and adorned with brass
accessories from Buster and Punch. LED sensor lights and customdesigned trays for your accessories, make Cupid more than just a
wardrobe; it’s a treasure chest.
DIMNESIONS: 1050(W) X 600(D) X 1901H)
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CUPID BEDSIDE TABLE
With its fierce and glamorous aesthetic, the Cupid Collection has a new member of its pack, and although it may
be small in size, it most certainly makes up for it in personality. Comprising of the Cupid Collections signature
materials, including high quality walnut, Nova-Suede and Buster and Punch brass accents, the Cupid Bedside
Table will be the ideal wing man for your Cupid Bedframe and headboard, hosting your favourite books and
nighttime treats, and looking ultra-chic while doing it!
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DIMNESIONS: 600(W) X 450(D) X 500H)
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CUPID
CHEST OF DRAWER
As a Roman God of Desire, you would expect a strong physique, as well as an aura of
seduction and irresistibility. Well the Cupid Chest of Drawers is exactly what you’d expect.
Dark, moody tones paired with exotic textures and sharp lines results in an architectural
piece that demands attention while elegantly complementing its counterparts.

As a member of Casa Botelho’s Boutique Hotel
Concept, the Cupid Chest of Drawers is made from high
quality walnut and wrapped in glamorous Nova-Suede,
complemented by Buster and Punch brass accents – a
functional yet ever-so sophisticated addition to a Master
Suite.
DIMNESIONS: 900(W) X 450(D) X 1000H)
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CUPID CABINET
The Roman God of desire, love and affection, the Cupid Collection embraces
luxurious textures and seductive design. Possessing the unique structural lines
and Art-Deco-inspired legs that run throughout the collection, the Cupid Cabinet
has a strong presence yet elegant aesthetic. Made from black-stained Walnut and
wrapped in stunning Novasuede, the Cupid Cabinets designer details include
bronze inlay, mirrored interior, and exquisite handles from Buster and Punch. Infuse
your bedroom, hallway or living space with glamour and seduction, and watch
Cupid spread the love throughout your home
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Cabinets designer details include bronze inlay, mirrored
interior, and exquisite handles from Buster and Punch.
Infuse your bedroom, hallway or living space with glamour
and seduction, and watch Cupid spread the love
throughout your home
DIMNESIONS: 600(W) X 450(D) X 500H)
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